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1. INTRODUCTION 
Throughout this paper, let R = (-00, cm), R+ = [0, oo), I = [a, b] s R, and N denote the set of 
all positive integers. ir stands for the identity mapping on I. For X 2 Rm, Y g R, CO(X,Y) 
denotes the set of all continuous functions from X into Y. Obviously, (C”(I, R), II.II) is a Banach 
space endowed with the norm ]]f]] = msx{]f(z)] : z E I} for any f E C”(I, R). 
The iterative equation 
f”(z) = F(z), for all II: E I, (1.1) 
is an important form of functional equations, where f : I -+ I is an unknown function, f It denotes 
the nth iterate of f. Abel [l], Bijdewadt [2], Dubbey [3], Fort [4], Hardy [5], Kuczma [6,7], and 
others established the existence of solutions for equation (1.1). In particular, Bodewadt [2] and 
Hardy [5] proved that equation (1.1) has a continuous solution for any n if F is a strictly increasing 
continuous function. In the last 20 years or so, some researchers considered the existence and 
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uniqueness of solutions of the following iterated functional equation: 
.g h&x) = F(x), x E I. (1.2) 
i=l 
Mukherjea and Ratti [8,9] and Ratti and Lin [lo] obtained the existence of equation (1.2) with 
F(z) = 0. In [ll-131, Zhang discussed the existence, uniqueness, and stability of continuous or 
differentiable solutions of equation (1.2), where F is a strictly increasing continuous function in 
[a, b] and has fixed points a, b. 
Inspired and motivated by the above works, we introduce the more general iterated functional 
equations as follows: 
G tf”” (~1, f”’ (x>, . .. , f”” (~1) = F(s), for all 2 E I, (1.3) 
where 
where 
k E N, no = 1, ni E N - {l}, for all 1 5 i 5 k, (1.4) 
G (fk(z),fknl(z), . . . ,fknk(~)) = F(z), for all z E I, (1.5) 
k, ni E N - {l}, for all 1 5 i 5 k, (1.6) 
and establish the existence of continuous solutions of equations (1.3) and (1.5) by using Schauder’s 
Fixed-Point Theorem. On the other hand, under certain conditions we obtain the uniqueness of 
continuous solution of equation (1.3) by using Edelstein’s Fixed-Point Theorem. 
For the rest of this paper, we shall assume that 
4$={qh$:R++R+’ is increasing and 4(O) = 0) , 
a2 = {qf~ : q5 : R+ + R+ is strictly increasing and 4(O) = 0} . 
Given q, u E @I, p, w E @pz, let 
CI(I,I) = {f : f E C’(I,I), f(a) = a, f(b) = b, and f is strictly increasing}, 
240 = il, u,(x) = u(u,_I(z)) +z, n E N, z E R+, 
A(v,u) = {F : FE C’(I,I), F(u) = a, F(b) = b, and (1.7) is satisfied}, 
B(I,u) = {t : t E CO(I,I), t(u) = a, t(b) = b, and (1.8) is satisfied}, 
and 
fl(k+l) = {G : GE Co (I k+l,l) and there exist q,u E @I, p,v E @Z satisfying (1.9)m (1.12))) 
where 
y(z - Y) I F(s) - F(Y) IP(U(Z - Y)), (1.7) 
for all z, y E I with x > y, 
0 I t(x) - t(y) I 4x - y), (1.8) 
for all 2, y E I with x > y, 
G(u, . . .,u)=u, G(b,. . . , b) = b, (1.9) 
Gtxo, 21 , . . . ,x/c) - G(Yo, YI, . . . , yrc) 2 14x0 - YO), (1.10) 
for all 2i, yi E I, i = 0, 1, . . . , k with za > ya, zi 2 yi, i = 1,. . . , k, 
IGtx,xl,. . . ,4-WYI,... ,~k)l I q(max{lxi - yil : 1 < i I k}), (1.11) 
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for all z, xi, yi E I with i = 1,. . . , k, 
u and v-‘q axe continuous. (1.12) 
For any r, s, Xo > 0, let 
Al(r, s,Xo) = {F : F E C’(I,I), F(a) = a, F(b) = b, and (1.13) is satisfied}, 
&(I, s) = {t : t E cop, I), t(a) = a, t(b) = b, and (1.14) is satisfied}, 
where 
r(z - Y) I f’(s) - F(y) I Xos(z - Y), (1.13) 
for all z, y E I with x > y, 
0 I t(z) - t(y) I s(a: - Y), (1.14) 
for all x, y E I with z > y. 
REMARK 1.1. It is easy to see that A(v, u) C CI(I, I) C C’(I, I) and that B(I, U) C C’(I, I). 
In case v(x) = TX, u(x) = sx, p(x) = Aox for all x E Rf, then Al(r, s, X0) = A(v, u), Bl(I, s) = 
B(I, u). 
2. PRELIMINARIES 
LEMMA 2.1. Suppose that f,g are in B(I,u). Then 
Ilf” - fll I un-1u.f -A), for all n E N. (2.1) 
PROOF. For n = 1, (2.1) is trivial. Suppose that (2.1) is true for some n 2 1, it follows from (1.8) 
that 
\j.fn+l - gn+lII I IIfn+l - fg”II + [Ifs” - gn+lII 
I ~(m={l.FYx) - g”(~c)l : x E 0) + m=Nf W(x)) - 9 W(x))l : x E 1) 
I u Ulf” - g”ll> + IV - 911 
I 4%1w - 5711)) + Ilf - 911 
= %(llf - 911). 
That is, (2.1) is true for n+ 1. By induction, (2.1) holds for all n E N. This completes the proof. 
The proof of the result below is similar to that of Lemma 2.1 and is omitted. 
LEMMA 2.2. Suppose that f,g are in Bl(I, s). Then 
for all n E N. (2.2) 
LEMMA 2.3. (See [2,5].) Suppose that F is in CI(I, I) and n E N - { 1). Then equation (1.1) 
has a solution in CI(I, I). 
3. MAIN RESULTS 
THEOREM 3.1. Let F be in A(v,u), B(I,u) # 8 and G belong to Q(k + 1). If (1.4) holds, then 
equation (1.3) has a solution in B(I, u). 
PROOF. Note that 0 # B(I,u) C C”(I,I) c C’(I, R). Define the mapping h, : B(l,u) + 
C”UJ) by 
h,(x) = G (x,gnl-l(x),. . . ,gnk-l(x)) , for all g E B(I, u) and z E I. (3.1) 
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It is easy to see that 
h,(a) = G (u,g’+‘(a), . . . ,g+(a)) = a, 
h,(b) = G (b,gn’-‘(b), . . . ,g@(b)) = b, 
and 
h,(x) - h,(y) = G (x,gnl-l(x), . . . ,gnk-‘(x)) - G (y,g’@(y), . . . ,gnk-l(y)) 
2 P(S - Y) (3.2) 
> 0, 
for any g E B(I, s), x,y E I with x > y. Thus, h, is strictly increasing on I, and hence, hi1 
exists. Equation (3.2) ensures that 
0 < &l(x) - &i(y) L p-l(x - y), forallx,yEIwithx>y. (3.3) 
Put H(g) = &i(F) f or all g E B(I, u). Then,H(g) E C”(I, I) and 
H(g)(a) = $l(W)) = a, H(g)(b) = h,i(F(b)) = b. 
It follows from (3.3) and (1.7) that 
6 < H(g)(x) - H(g)(y) = hSV(x)) - h,V(Y)) 
I p-V(x) - F(Y)) I P%W - Y))) (3.4) 
= u(x -Y), 
for all x, y E I with x > y. Therefore, H(g) E B(I, u) for all g E B(I, u). That is, H is a mapping 
from B(I, u) into itself. 
Now we claim that H is continuous in B(I, u). Using (1.7), we conclude that for all x, y E I 
with x > y, 
F(x) - F--i(y) I w-l(x - y). (3.5) 
Given gi, g2 E B(I, u), let fi = H(gi) for i = 1,2. In view of (3.4), (3.5), (l.ll), and Lemma 2.1 
we have 
IIH(gi) - H(gs)ll = llfi - fill = IIf1 - f1K1.f2j 
= mm{lfi(x) - f~fi_~.f2(x)( : x E lj 
5 m={u ({ 12 - fi_lfi(z)I : 2 E I})} 
I u (ma { lx - fllfi(x)I : 2 E I}) 
= u (ma { I.L1(Y> - fi-lb)l : Y E I>> 
= 21 ([If? - fi-l II = u (p’ka - J%, II> 
5 m-l wb - h2II) 
(3.6) 
5 ~-l (max{~G(x,g~l-l(x),...,g;Lk-l(x)) 
-G (x,g;l-l(x), . . . ,g;“-l(x)) 1 : x E I}) 
5 ~21~~ (max {q (max { lgy’-i(x) - gT-l(x)l : 1 5 i I k}) : 2 E I}) 
5 uv-‘q (max{ /1g;‘-’ - gFi-lll : 1 < i I k}) 
I ~~-1q(m~{~ni-2(llg1 - 9211) : 1 I i 5 k}). 
It follows from (1.12) and (3.6) that H is continuous. 
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Next, we assert that B(I, U) is a compact convex subset of C’(I, R). It is clear that B(I, U) is 
closed. Given c,d E B(I,u), let w = Xc+ (1 - X)d for all X E [O,l]. Then w(a) = a, w(b) = b, 
and 
0 I W(X) - W(Y) = A(+) - C(Y)) + (1 - X)(d(z) - d(y)) 
5 XU(Z - y) + (1 - X)U(Z - y) = U(Z - y), 
(3.7) 
for any 5, y E 1 with z > y. Hence, w E B(1, u). That is B(I, U) is convex. Let {tn}nE~ be an 
arbitrary sequence in B(I, u). Observe that ljtnll 5 max{lal, lbl} for all n E N. Hence, {tn}nc~ 
is uniformly bounded on I. Note that u is continuous and u(0) = 0. Thus, for any E > 0, there 
exists S > 0 such that U(X) < 6, whenever 0 < 2 < 6 . It follows that 
Itn(z) - L(Y)I Iax - YI) < 6, 
for all n E N and s,y E I with 1~ - yI < b. That is, {tn}n~~ is equicontinuous in I. It 
follows from Ascoli-Arzela Lemma that there is a uniformly convergent subsequence of {tn}nE~. 
This means that B(I, U) is sequentially compact. Consequently, B(1, U) is a compact subset of 
CO(I, R). 
In view of Schauder’s Fixed-Point Theorem, we conclude immediately that there exists f E 
B(I, U) satisfying 
f(x) = H(f)@) = h+(z)), for all z E I, (3.8) 
which implies that 
J’(z) = hf(.f(x)) = G(fnO(z), Y’(z), . . . , f”“(s)), for all 2 E I. 
That is, equation (1.3) has a solution f E B(I,u). This completes the proof. 
REMARK 3.1. Equations (3.4) and (3.8) ensure that equation (1.3) has a strictly increasing 
solution in B(I, u). 
THEOREM 3.2. Let F be in A(v, u), B(I, u) # 8, and G belong to fl(/c + 1). If (1.6) is fulfilled, 
then equation (1.5) has a solution in CI(I, I). 
PROOF. It follows from Theorem 3.1 and Remark 3.1 that the following equation: 
G (w(x), wnl(x), . . . , wnk (x)) = F(z), for all 2 E 1, (3.9) 
has a strictly increasing solution w E B(I,u). That is, w E CI(I, I), Lemma 2.3 yields that 
equation 
w(2) = f%), x E I, (3.10) 
has a solution f E CI(I,I). From (3.9) and (3.10), we easily conclude that equation (1.5) has a 
solution f E CI(1, I). This completes the proof. 
We now give sufficient condition for the uniqueness of the continuous solution of equation (1.3). 
THEOREM 3.3. Suppose that the conditions of Theorem 3.1 are fulfilled and 
~~-1cf(m~{~ni-2(l19~ - 9211) : 1 5 i I k}) < 1191 - 9211, (3.11) 
for all gl,g2 E B(I,u) with g1 # 92. Then equation (1.3) has a unique solution in B(I,u). 
PROOF. Let H be as in the proof of Theorem 3.1. By virtue of (3.6) and (3.11), we obtain that 
for all gl,g2 E B(I,u) with g1 # 92, 
IIHh) - Hkdll - < ~~-1q(m~{~,i-2(llg~ - 9211) : 1 I i I k}) 
< II91 - 9211. 
(3.12) 
Theorem 1 of [14] yields that H has a unique fixed point f E B(I,u). That is, f is a unique 
solution of equation (1.3) in B(I, u). This completes the proof. 
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COROLLARY 3.1. Let F be in Al(r,s,Xo), Bl(I,s) # 0, and k E iV - { 1). Then the following 
equation: 
2 Xifni (x) = F(z), for all x E I, (3.13) 
i=o 
has a solution in &(I, s) provided that conditions (3.14) and (3.15) below are fulfilled. 
k 
x0 E ml>, c xi = 1, xi 2 0, i = 1,2, . . . , k, (3.14) 
i=o 
no = 1, ni E N - {l}, i=1,2 ,..., k. (3.15) 
PROOF. Let p(x) = X0x, q(x) = (1 - X0)x, U(X) = SIC, u(x) = rx for ah x E I. Define 
G:I”+r-+Iby 
G(xo,a,..., X&) = -&xi, forallziE1, i=O,l,..., k. 
i=o 
It is easy to see that G E n(k+l). Thus, Corollary 3.1 follows from Theorem 3.1. This completes 
the proof. 
COROLLARY 3.2. Suppose that the conditions of Corollary 3.1 are fulfilled. If 
(3.16) 
then equation (3.13) has a unique solution in Bl(I, s). 
PROOF. Let H and p, q, u, 21, G be as in the proofs of Theorem 3.1 and Corollary 3.1, respectively. 
In view of (3.6), (3.16), and Lemma 2.2, we infer that for all gr,gs E B(I,u) with g1 # g2, 
]]H(gi) - H(gs)(] I uv-‘q (max { l]gyi-’ - go’-‘)] : 1 I i I k}) 
ni-1 
= f(l - Xc) max c sm-’ : 1 5 i I k 
m=l 
1 - x0 
max{n.i-l:l<i<k} 
zx- 
r c 
srnllgl - 9211 
In=1 
< II91 - 9211. 
It follows from Theorem 1 of [14] that H has a unique fixed point f E B1 (I, s). That is f is a 
unique solution of equation (3.13) in Bl(I, s). This completes the proof. 
4. EXAMPLES 
In this section, we like to give two concrete examples for Theorems 3.1 and 3.3. 
EXAMPLE 4.1. Let I = [0, l] and r be constant in (0,l). Set F(z) = (ez - l)/(e - 1) for all 
x E I, and 
G(x0,x1,x2,xs) = $x0 + ; (r - r2) x: + ; (r” - r”) x; + 1 - ;r + $4 
> 
x;x;, 
for all x1, x2, x3 E I. Define 
q(x) = 
( 
10 - yr + r2 + 3r4 
> 
2, for all x 1 0, 
p(5) = $x, U(X) = 
4e 
r(ex9 
u(x) = --&x9 for all x 2 0. 
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Note that F’(X) = ez/(e - l), x E 1. It follows that for any zr,y E I with I > y, there exists 
E E (y7 z) satisfying 
That is, F E A(v,u). It is easily verified that G E C”(l*, I), G(O,O,O,O) = 0, G(l, 1, 1,l) = 1, 
G(~0,%,~2,1L‘3) -G(~O,Yl,~2,~3) >hO -ztOh 
for all zc,yc E I with XQ > ysl and zi,yi f I with xi 2 yi% k = 1,2,3, and 
IG(&~1,~2,~3) - G(%?/l,~2>!d3)/ 
= f (r - T2) (2;- 3;) + f (T2 - ?-4) (xl - y.$) 
+ I+++4 
( 
) (hs3>5 - (~1~3)5)~ 
5 
[ 
(T - r2) + 2 (r-2 - T.4) + 10 
( 
1 - ;?- + ;T4 
>i 
nlax(f2i - 2/i( : 0 <_ i 2 3) 
= q(max(Jzi - y*clif : 0 5 i 5 3}), 
for all zi,yi E I, i = 0,1,2,3. Hence, G E 0(4}. Since if E B(f,u) # 0, it follows from 
Theorem 3.1 that the following equation: 
G(f(~),f~l(2),f~~(2),f~~(5)) = F(s), for all I E I, 
has a solution in B(I, u), where nr, n2, na E N - (1). 
EXAMPLE 4.2. Let 1= [0, 11, nr = 2 and 1” E (2/(2 + cos l), 1) be fixed. Suppose that G(z, y) = 
TX + (1 - r)xy2 and F(z) = sinz/sinl for ail x,y c I. Put P(E) = rt, q(t) = 2(1 - rft, 
u(t) = ctgl + t, u(t) = t/(r sin 1) for ail t E R*. Then 
G(zo, ~1) - Gtyo, ~1) = +o - PO) + (I- r> (bob: - YOY:) 2 +o - PO), 
for all 50, ~1, yc, yI E I with 50 > T/O and ~1 > yr, and 
IG(s,zl) - G(y, yr)l = (1 - r)z(21 - &(%I + yr) I q(xr - YI), 
for ail z, y, x1, 31 E I. Therefore, G E Q(2). It is easy to see that given 2, y E I with x > y, there 
exists t f (y,z) such that 
F(x) - F(Y) = F$b - Y), 
which yields that 
u(a: - y) 5 I%) - F(Y) 2 P(4z - Y)>l 
for all x, y E I with x > y. That is, F E A(v, u). Observe that ir E B(I, U) # 0 and 
?.c1q(t&,*_2(t))= u‘u-1 q(t) 
2(1 - r) 
= W-1(2(1 - r)t) = x1 < t, 
for ail t > 0. Theorem 3.3 ensures that the following equation: 
for all 2 E -I, 
has a unique solution in B(I,u). 
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